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ROLE OF CONTEXT OF SITUATION IN MAINTAINING PRAGMATIC EQUIVALENCE IN 
TRANSLATION 

Pashupati Poudel 

Context of situation plays a very important role in 
translation. The present article evaluates and 
analyzes the role of situation to maintain 
pragmatic equivalence in translation. The article 
draws on the data collected purposively from the 
drama 'Thamel ko Yatra' written by Abhi Subedi 
in Nepali and translated into English as 'A 
Journey into Thamel' by Sangita Raymajhi. 
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1. Introduction 

Pragmatics deals with context; and the context 
includes all the linguistic as well as extra-
linguistic or non-linguistic aspects (Poudel, 2017, 
p.32). Stalnaker (1970) asserts that pragmatics is 
"the study of verbal acts, including the context of 
their performance" (as cited in Toury, 1987, p.48). 
That is to say without considering linguistic and 
extra-linguistic or non-linguistic aspects, the 
intended meaning cannot be understood. 

Extra-linguistic aspects play an important role in 
translation. In other words, the translator has to 
deal with extra-linguistic aspects while translating 
a text. This sort of equivalence to be maintained 
between source language and target language is 
termed as pragmatic equivalence in translation.  

 Pragmatics not only helps the translator to 
identify the intended meaning of the source text 
and to translate it into the target language, but also 
provides readers with sufficient contextual 
information that facilitates their understanding of 
the translated text. 

Moreover, background knowledge of the 
translator and readers may affect to find out the 
intended meanings of the source text and that of 
the translated text. So, pragmatic aspects i.e. 
linguistic as well as non-linguistic aspects are 
very important and hence should be considered 
during translation.  

Every language is attached to its context and 
culture. To find out the meaning of certain terms, 
we have to deal with the real context of the source 
language and pick them with the real meaning 
from there and replace them with the equivalent 
pragmatic meaning in the target text. In the same 
way, the equivalent meaning between the terms of 
source language and target language may remain 
different in value due to differences in context and 
culture. As a   translator, one has to render for the 
optimum equivalence of meaning, making 
reference to the background and culture of the 
source and the target languages as far as possible. 
For this, the translator should be well familiar 
with both source language and target language 
contexts and cultures. In this study, I attempted to 
evaluate and analyze the role of context of 
situation in translation on the basis of data 
collected from the drama "Thamel ko Yatra" 
(2060 B.S.) written by Abhi Subedi and translated 
as "A Journey into Thamel" (2060 B.S.) by 
Sangita Raymajhi. 

2. Context of situation 

Utterances are always used in the specific location 
by the specific speaker (writer) to the particular 
listener (reader) to fulfill the specific purpose. 
Here, the specific location is the setting where the 
utterances are placed. The speaker (writer) and 
listener (reader) are the people who are involved 
in communication physically or by using the 
means in the physical context with a particular 
background. This communication can also be 
affected by the relationship between the 
participants and their background knowledge and 
various utterances used by the participants to 
fulfill their purposes.   
At first, each translator identifies the readers 
before translating the text. Here, identifying 
readers does not mean only the physical presence 
of the readers but also their culture, setting where 
utterances are used, background knowledge to 
understand the message given in the text and so 
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on. Let us take an example, if the Christian people 
are the target readers and the text includes the 
message related to worshipping a cow, it does not 
make any sense to those people. Similarly, if the 
words or sentences are used which do not exist in 
the readers' language or are with different 
meanings, they do not make any sense to the 
readers either. So, all these matters should be 
contextualized according to the context of the 
target readers, to whom we are going to translate. 
In case of failure to contextualize the text of the 
source language in the target culture and situation, 
there remains a gap, which is known as the 
contextual or pragmatic gap. This gap may create 
differences between source language and target 
language by distorting the original meaning of the 
source text. It is for this reason, contextualization 
of the source culture and setting in a coherent way 
in the target culture and setting is the major issue 
in translation. The context of situation can be 
divided into following types. 

2.1 Background knowledge 

The knowledge that somebody has in his/her mind 
is known as background knowledge. The 
knowledge of the translator about source and 
target languages related to real context and culture 
is crucial for translating a text. In the same way, 
readers' background knowledge also plays a 
significant role in understanding the message. If 
the information is related to the readers' culture, 
they can easily understand them.  Here, the data is 
analyzed and interpreted in terms of background 
knowledge that   translators as well as readers are 
supposed to have in order to understand the 
message expressed in the drama. 

2.1.1 Kinship 

Kinship is the relationship with the members of 
the family. It can be either blood relationship or 
marriage relationship. Various words or units are 
used to show the relationship in every society. 
The kinship terms differ from society to society in 
terms of lexeme and/or meaning. While 
comparing the kinship terms between Nepalese 
and English societies, we can find many 
differences; specially in their meanings.   For 
example; 

 (1) dāi/dā dāi (elder brother)  
(2) bhā  bhāi (younger           brother) 

  

dāi (elder brother) 

brother 

bhāi (younger brother) 

In the Nepali language, an elder brother is 'dāi/dā' 
and the younger is 'bhāi’. 'Dāi’/'dā'is used in the 
translated text because it has specific meaning in 
Nepali. This term dāi’/'dā’ also carries the specific 
cultural meaning apart from the general meaning 
of 'brother'. So, this term might have been used in 
its original form in the text explaining its intended 
meaning as ''senior brother' in the footnote. 
Another term 'bhā'has been translated as 
'brother'in English as its equivalent word. In 
English 'brother' indicates both elder brother and 
younger bother. Although readers may feel the 
loss of specific meaning of the original term, this 
would be clearly understood by English speakers. 
So, to give pragmatic information of the source 
terms we can sometimes use Nepali units along 
with their explanations in the footnote.  

(3) didi/dijju sister/dijju  

(4) baini/bahini baini/bahini 
  

didi/dijju (elder sister) 

sister 

baini/bahini (younger sister) 

In Nepali, the elder sister   is said 'didi/dijju' and 
the younger is 'baini/bahini'. Here, the unit 
'sister/dijju' in English is defined as 'elder sister'. 
Similarly, 'baini/bahini' is used in the text and 
defined as 'younger sister' in the footnote. As in 
the case of 'brother', 'sister' in English also 
indicates elder as well as younger sisters. So, to 
give pragmatic information of these terms as in 
the source language, we can use Nepali units in 
the translated text accompanied by an explanation 
in the footnote.  
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(5) jwāi sāb  jwāi 

son-in-law 

jwāi 

brother-in-law 

The husband of one's daughter is called 'jwāi sāb' 
in Nepali. Likewise, the husband of one's younger 
sister is also said 'jwāi'.  The English term for this 
is more specific than the one in Nepali. This unit 
has been used in its original form in the text and 
defined as 'son-in-law' in the footnote. The 
English language translated unit 'son-in-law' is the 
husband of one's daughter. But in the drama, 'jwāi 
sāb' is used by elder brother to his younger sister’s 
husband. 

(6) buhāri  buhāri  

sister-in-law 

buhāri 

daughter-in-law 

The wife of one's son is called 'buhāri' in Nepali. 
In a similar vein, the wife of one's younger 
brother is also called 'buhāri'. The equivalent term 
for the son's wife is daughter-in-law and younger 
brother's wife is sister-in-law. The daughter-in-
law is more specific in English than in Nepali but 
the sister-in-law again indicates two types of 
relationship. The wife of younger and that of the 
elder brother both are addressed as sister-in-law in 
English but in Nepali the wife of elder brother is 
said 'bhāuju' and the wife of younger brother is 
said 'buhāri'. This unit has been translated as 
'daughter-in-law' in the text. The translated unit 
'daughter-in-law' indicates the wife of one's son. 
This indication is clearer than its Nepali 
counterpart. 

Furthermore, the terms such as uncle and aunt 
have similar differences in Nepali and English. 
The translator should have a good grasp of the 
terms used in both SL and TL so that he/she can 
evaluate the contextual or pragmatic use of these 
terms appropriately.  So, the background 
knowledge of kinship of both languages is of 
paramount importance for the translator. 

2.1.2 History 

Everything related to the past is history. Each 
country has its own history. The people have the 
background knowledge about history of their 
nationality. As a result they can understand 
information related to it. For example; 
(1) Jańg bahādur mahārājā 

Jung Bahadur Maharaja 

'Jańg Bahādur' is the founder of the Rana Regime 
of Nepal. So, this unit indicates the period of the 
Regime. The person with background knowledge 
of Nepalese history can only understand what 
'Jung Bahadur Maharaja indicates. To convey the 
sense of this name, this term has been described 
for target readers in the footnote. Without an 
explanation, it does not give any sense to the 
English-speaking world. By this the translator has 
tried to deliver the pragmatic information to the 
target readers. 

2.1.3 Race 

Races are the human ethnic groups having their 
own cultures and life styles. Their culture and life 
styles are intimately attached, as they seem 
synonyms.  For example; 
(1) gandharba 

Troubadour 

'Gandharba' is a specific race of Nepal. This race 
has its specific culture i.e. goes door to door for 
singing with fiddle for their livelihood. This unit 
has been translated into English as 'a well-known 
name for Nepali troubadour’. 'Troubadour' means 
'writer and performer of songs or poetry. So, there 
is difference between the word 'gandharba' and its 
translated unit. Due to this reason, the readers 
having background knowledge of 'gandharba' can 
only understand it properly. By the use of 
description in the footnote, the translator has tried 
to provide the target language readers with the 
pragmatic information of the unit. 

2.1.4 Nouns 

 The nouns used in the source text may not give a 
similar type of contextual meaning in the target 
language. For example; 
(1) jhāḍ 

Alcohol 
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 'jhāḍ' means 'homemade wine prepared first by 
boiling rice and made it rotten by the use of 
fermentation. The juice is drunk for intoxication. 
This has been translated as 'alcohol' because 'jhāḍ' 
does not give any sense to English readers. It is 
one of the local drinks of Nepalese community. In 
English, 'alcohol' means drinks such as beer, 
whisky and wine which are different in many 
ways than 'jhāḍ'. So, the person with background 
knowledge of 'jhāḍ' can only understand it 
properly.  
(2) ṭhamel 

Thamel 

 'Thamel' is a popular tourist destination of Nepal. 
However, for English people who do not know 
this place will not understand the sense that this 
place can give to its original readers.  
(3) dherai baḍhtā kurā nagar, budhe. 

Don’t talk too much Budhe. 

'Budhe' is used by the speaker to recall the name 
of person in angry mood in Nepali. Here, sound 'e' 
is added in 'budh'. This unit has been translated as 
'budhe'. However, the English language does not 
have this tendency of adding the sound 'e' to the 
end of the proper noun. Therefore, English readers 
without having background knowledge of such 
terms cannot understand it. 

Nouns (except jhāḍ) are used in the transliterated 
version because of not getting the appropriate 
terms in the target language that can give a similar 
pragmatic meaning. This distorts the 
understanding of English readers. So, the 
background knowledge on the part of readers 
plays a crucial role to understand the pragmatic 
information carried by the units in a particular 
context.  

2.2 Physical setting 

The physical setting or physical environment 
includes the surroundings in which utterances take 
place. Various factors are included under the 
physical setting. Here, only place and time are 
selected in this study.  

2.2.1. Place 

The meaning of a unit becomes different 
according to the place of its use. In other words, 

the meanings of the linguistic units remain 
different because of their use in a different place. 
For example;  

(1) kaidi ta ma po rahechu. 
I realize I am the captive. 

In Nepali, 'kaidi' is a person who is kept in jail’. 
However, according to the place of its use, it can 
give various meanings. In the above sentence, 
'kaidi' does not mean a 'prisoner' but a 'captive by 
the character’s profession. 

The meanings of the units can be understood after 
they are placed in particular contexts. To find out 
the meaning of 'kaidi', we have to identify where 
it has been spoken. If this word is said by the 
person who is in prison, then it means a prisoner 
and if it is said while talking about profession, 
then it may be captive and so on. This meaning 
can only be derived after it is placed in a 
particular context.  

2.2.2 Time 

In each language, various terms are used being 
attached with time.  For example;  

(1) byāpārko kurā ta cānakyakā pālādekhi nepālko 
byāpār lhāsāsańga hunthyo. 

Well talking about trade, Nepal used to have trade 
transactions with Lhasa since Chanakya’s time. 

In the unit above, 'cānakyakā pālā' indicates the 
period of the 3 rd or 4th century BC in which the 
transaction used to take place between India and 
Lhasa through the route of Nepal.  

But for the English speakers who are not familiar 
with this term may not understand its pragmatic 
information. Therefore, to understand this term 
properly, one should have background knowledge 
of the units referring to time or certain period. 

2.3 Relationship among the characters 

In Nepali, different units are used to show the 
relationship among different people. Similarly, 
different units are also used to show intimacy 
among the people. For example; 
(1) ta cāhi ke garera khādaichas ni? 

And you, how are you surviving? 
 (2) timile ke bujhyā cha? 

What have you understood? 
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(3) Jiwan dai, yahā tapāi ke gardai hunuhuncha? 
Jeewan dai, what are you doing here? 

(4) ma mero bwā, mwābāţa bakseko kehi kurā 
pani hajurlai dina saktina. 
I will not give you anything that my mother 
and father gave me. 

Among the different pronouns 'ta', 'timi', 'tapāi' 
and 'hajur' used in Nepali, 'timi' is used to show 
more intimacy than other pronouns in most of the 
cases (Bhattarai & Adhikari, 2008). The pronoun 
'ta' is used to address someone who is inferior to 
the speaker or to someone with whom speaker is 
angry. However, this pronoun can also be used to 
someone who is of similar age and are very 
intimate. Here in unit (1),'ta' is used to the person 
who is junior to the speaker. The pronoun 'timi' is 
also used to the person who is junior to and of 
similar age of speaker to   show intimacy. In unit 
(2),'timi' is used because the person to whom 
utterances is addressed is junior. This unit also 
shows intimacy between these two people. The 
honorific pronoun 'tapāi' is used to someone who 
is senior to the speaker. This pronoun shows 
respect to the person being addressed. So, it 
shows less intimacy than 'timi'. Similarly 'hajur' 
with the 'baksyos' collocation is used to the person 
to mark high respect. Like 'tapāi', ''hajur' also 
shows less intimacy and more respect.  

3. Conclusion 

Translation being a bilingual activity, the context 
of situation plays an important role in the 
interpretation of the textual meaning and its 
rendering into the target language. Normally, 
most of the terms have their meanings only in the 
contexts where they are used. Moreover, the value 
of the equivalent terms may also differ because of 
being different in culture and language system. 
Particularly, Nepali and English languages are 
different in many ways like in kinship, history, 
race and honorific terms. Only the translator 
having knowledge about both cultures and 
language systems can maintain the equivalence of 
the terms with reference to culture and context of 
situation. 
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